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Abst ract - -Moda l  observability is a kind of property based on the frequency domain behavior of an 
infinite dimensional system. With the use of some operator methods, we study the relation between 
this property and the detectability, which is useful in the analysis from the external description to 
the internal one for the system. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION AND DEF IN IT IONS 
In the research of infinite dimensional l inear systems (IDLS), observabi l i ty and detectabi l i ty  are 
basic propert ies,  and many forms of these propert ies appeared.  We know that  unlike the finite 
dimensional  case, approx imate observabi l i ty is not enough for detectabi l i ty,  exact observabi l i ty 
can provide detectabi l i ty,  but  this property  is too strict for system parameters  to include a large 
number of IDLS. This inspires people to introduce some weaker condit ions to insure detectabi l i ty.  
The modal  observabi l i ty based on the frequency domain descript ion is a kind of approach toward 
this direction, from which we can predict  the spectral  d istr ibut ion of the infinitesimal generator  
of the related system. This would give some help in the analysis of internal behaviors uch as 
detectabi l i ty,  that  is just  the purpose of this paper. 
In this paper,  we consider IDLS over a complex Hi lbert  space X of the following form: 
2(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = cx( t ) ,  (I) 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of the C0-semigroup {Tt} on X,  B is a bounded l inear 
operator  from the input Hi lbert  space U to X ,  we assume that  B E L(U, X), and C is a bounded 
l inear operator  from X to the output  Hi lbert  space Y, i.e., C E L(X, Y). 
DEFINITION 1. The semigroup {Tt } is exponentially s tab le / f  
In [[Tt[[ 
wo--- l im - -  <0.  
t~eo t 
I f  there exists F E L(Y, X), such that the semigroup generated by (A + FC) is exponentially 
stable, then we say that  system (I) is detectable. 
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DEFINITION 2. [1] Let f~ be a region in the complex plane, the system (I) or the pair (A, C) is 
said to be ~-modally observable, if there exist holomorphic bounded operator-valued functions 
X(z), Y(z) (defined in f~) such that Vx E Dom(A) 
X(z)(z I  - A) x + Y(z) Cx = x. (II) 
We say that (A, C) is uni[ormly ~-modaily observable when X(z), Y(z) are bounded on f~. 
The most interesting case is, of course, when f~ is a half-plane, especially the positive half-plane 
H0 =: {fl E C; Re A > 0}, also we denote C_ = {fl E C; Re A < 0}. The following facts are already 
known (see [1]). 
(1) If (I) is detectable, then it is uniformly H0-modally observable. 
(2) If both X and Y are finite dimensional, then the pair (A, C) is detectable if and only if 
it is uniformly Ho-modally observable. (A, C) is completely observable if and only if the 
pair is modally observable over the whole complex plane. 
(3) When A is bounded (X and Y may be infinite dimensional), then the pair (A, C) is 
C-modally observable if and only if (A, C) is exactly observable. Here, the exact observ- 
ability for (A, C) is referred to the exact controllability for its dual control pair (A*, C*), 
see [2,3]. 
DEFINITION 3. [4] Let T be a densely defined closed operator on X, if Y~(T) := {Tx;x  E 
Dom(T)} is dosed in X, also n(T) :--- dimAf(T) < oo and d(T) := dimY~±(T) < oo, then we say 
that T is a Fredholm operator; if 7~(T) is closed and at/east one of n(T) and d(T) is finite, we 
say that T is a semi-Fredholm operator and i(T) := n(T) - d(T) is the Fredholm index ofT. 
In this paper, the spectrum, essential spectrum and the left essential spectrum of T are, 
respectively, denoted by a (T), ae (T), ate (T). Meanwhile, their complementary subsets in C are 
denoted by p(T), pc(T), p~e(T). Obviously, pc(T) = {A E C; (A - T) is a Fredholm operator}; 
ple(T) = {A E C; (A - T) is semi-Fredholm and n(A - T) < co}. 
LEMMA 1. [4] I fT  is a semi-Fredholm operator on X and n(T) < oo, then there is a 5o > 0 such 
that for any H E L(X), when ]lHII < 6o, T + H is also semi-Fredholm and n(T + H) <_ n(T), 
d(T + H) < d(T), i(T) = i(T + H). 
LEMMA 2. [4] IYT is Fredholm on X and i(T) = O, then there is a 51 > 0 such that n(T + A) is 
a constant  on  {)~ e C;O < ])~l < 5~}. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. If the pair (A, C) is uniformly Ho-modaily observable, C E L(X, Y) is compact, 
then he(A) C C_, and a(A) N {A E C;ReA _> 0} is, at most, countable. 
PROOF. 
(1) Let 
~,(~,) = [x(;,) r (~) ] .  
Then ~(A) is uniformly bounded on Ho, i.e., there is Mo > 0 such that I1~(),)11 < Mo. 
By (II), for VA E Ho, ~(A)~(A)x = x, x E Dom(A). Hence, I]xll < II¢(A)]] I]~(A)xi[ < 
M01I~(A)xl[, [[¢(A)xl] _> IixiI/Mo, x E Dom(A), VA E Ho. Therefore, forA0 E C, ReAo = 0, 
we also have I[~(Ao)xl[ k Uxii/Mo, x E Dom(A). Thus, ¢(Ao) has a bounded left inverse 
[-~(A0) Y(A0)], such that 
(//o) (Ao - A) x + 1 ~ (Ao) Cx -- x, x E Dora(A). (III) 
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(2) 
From (II), (III) and the compactness of C, we have that Ho C pze(A), i.e., ate(A) C C_. 
We prove that he(A) C C_. Otherwise, let A1 • Oae(A) N Ho, where Oae(A) denotes 
the boundary of he(A) in C. As A1 • pie(A) ~ he(A), n(A1 - A) < oc, d(At - A) = oc, 
T~(A1 - A) is closed. By Lemma 1, there exists a 50 > 0, such that for any A, whenever 
IA - All < 50, n(A - A) < oo, d(A - A) = oc. However, )~1 • Oae(A), we can choose 
A' • pe(A) such that [A' - A~[ < 50, so n(A' - A) < oc, d(A' - A) < c~. This contradicts 
the previous tatement. 
a(A) N {A • C; Re A > 0} is at most countable. In fact, choose a positive number 
in IIT II 
A0 > lira - - ,  
t~oo  t 
then Ao E p(A) (see [3]), and supRea(A) < A0. Let So := (AoI - A) -1, then So • L(X), 
and a(S0)\{0} = {1/(A0 - A); A • a(A)}, ce(So)\{0} = {1/(A0 - ),); A • he(A)} (see [5]). 
Since he(A) C C_, he(So) C {0} U {1/(A0 - A);ReA < 0}, thus A0 := {1/(A0 - A);A • 
a(A)} A {A • C; A > 0} is included in the unbounded connected component of pe(So). 
Also A 0 C a(S0), A0 is at most countable by Pearcy [6]. 
REMARK 1. Under the condition of Theorem 1, with the use of the Fredholm theory (see [6]), 
any point of a(A) N {A • C; Re A > 0} is an isolated eigenvalue of A, and the corresponding 
Riesz projections are finite dimensional, and the restrictions of (A, C) to these finite dimensional 
subspaces are completely observable. 
REMARK 2. If a(A) A {A • C; Re A > 0} is a bounded set, then from Lemma 1, 2 and Remark 1, 
it has just finitely many points; if it has infinitely many points, it contains no accumulation point. 
We can see the robustness of the uniformly modal observability from the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. If  the pair (A, C) is unKormly Q-modally observable, in which ~ is a bounded 
region in C, then there is a 50 > O, such that for any HI,/-/2 • L(X) with HIDom(A) C Dom(A), 
and AC • L(X, Y), when max{IIHll[, [[H2[[, [[ACI[} < 5o, (d + AH1 + H2, C + AC) is still 
uniformly Q-modally observable. 
PROOF. From Definition 2, there exist holomorphic operator valued functions X(z), Y(z) on 
and m0 > 0 such that [I [X(z) Y(z)] [[ _< m0, and 
X(z)(z I  - A) x + Y(z) Cx = x, Yz E Q, Yx E Dom(A). 
From the previous equality, we know that X(z)A is a bounded operator from Dom(A) to X, also 
by the boundedness of Q, there is a rnl > 0 such that IIX(z)AII <_ ml, and for any HI,/-/2 c L(X) 
with H1Dom(A) C Dora(A) and ACE L(Y, X), 
I I -X(z)  (AH1 +//2) + Y(Z)ACII _< IlIHlll + mo (IIH211 + IIACII) 
_< 2 + {IIH II, IIH21I, I I / "CI I}  • 
Hence, if we let 30 = 1/(4(too + ml)), then when max{llHl[I, IIH211, II~CII} < 50, 
1 
I]-X(z) (AH1 +//2) + Y(z)ACI] < -~ 
and 
Therefore, if we define 
[I - X(z) (AH1 + //2) + Y(z)AC] -1 <_ 2. 
Xl(Z) = [I - X(z) (AHI + H2) + Y(z)AC] -1 X(z), 
YI(Z) = [I - X(z) (AH1 +/-/2) + Y(z)AC] -1 Y(z), 
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then both Xl (z )  and Yl(z) axe holomorphic and uniformly bounded on Ft, and 
Xl (z )  (z I  - A - AH1 - H2) x -~ Y1 (z)(C -k AC)  x = x, x E Dom(A). 
From this proof, we can see that in the case of purely bounded perturbations to A, Proposition 2
remains valid even for unbounded region Ft. Combining Theorem 1 with Proposition 2, we have 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the condition of Theorem 1, there is a 6o > 0 such that ae(A) C {A E C; 
Re A < -~0}, and cr(A) N {A E C; Re A _> 60} is at most countable. 
The following Corollary 4 is easily deduced from Remark 1 and the following preliminary 
information (see [5]). 
(1) {Tt} is said to be quasicompact, if 
lira dist (Tt,IC(X)) = 0, 
t-*C<) 
where/C(X) consists of all compact operators on X. 
(2) If {Tt} is quasicompact, then a(A) A {A E C;ReA _> 0} is a finite set. 
(3) If {Tt} is quasicompact, a(A) C C_, then { Tt} is exponentially stable. 
(4) If {Tt} is quasicompact, and X0 c X is a closed invaxiant subspace of {Tt}, then {Ttixo} 
is still quasicompact. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the condition of Theorem 1 and the quasicompactness of {Tt}, (A, C) is 
detectable. 
Associated with the stabilizability, we have the following results. 
THEOREM 5. In the system (I), if (A, C) is uniformly Ho-modally observable, and (A, B) is 
stabilizable, a(A) C C_, then 
I IC (A / -  A)-~BI[~ = sup IIc( z- A)-~Bll < oo 
ReA>0 
if and only if {Tt} is exponentially stable. 
PROOF. The sufficiency is obviously valid. 
NECESSITY. By the uniform Ilo-modal observability of (A, C), there exist uniformly bounded 
holomorphic functions X(z), Y(z) such that Vx E Dom(A) and Vz E C, Rez > 0, 
Since a( A ) C C_, 
and 
X(z ) (z I -  A) x + Y(z )  Cx = x. 
X(z )  + Y(z)  C(z I  - A) -1 = (zI  - A) -1 
X(z )B  + Y(z)  C(z I  - A) -1 B = (zI  - A) -1 B. 
Hence, I[(zI - A) -1 Blloo < oo follows from the condition ]lC(zI - A) -1 BI[oo < oo. Moreover, 
(A, B) is stabilizable, so there exists K E L(X,  U) such that the semigroup generated by (A+BK)  
is exponentially stable. Of course, I[(zI - A - BK)-l I[oo < oo, but 
(z I  - A) -1 = [I - (z I  - A) -1 BK] (z I  - A - BK) - I ;  
thus, 
I I (z I  - A)-~II~ < (1 + U(z_r - A) -1 B I ] .  IIKII)" I I (z I  - A - BK) -~Hoo < +~.  
Therefore, {Tt} is exponentially stable (see [7]). 
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